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The versatile 
London jazz 

label 
prioritising 
substance 
over style

L A B E L 
B O S S :  E D 
C AW T H O R N E
What’s the purpose of the label?
It was born out of trying to find a 
platform for me and my friends — people 
like Jeen Bassa, Al Dobson Jr, Henry Wu 
and Paul White, who were insanely 
talented but not necessarily getting 
the platform to do their thing. It’s 
all about releasing music that doesn’t 
compromise on the art itself. 
You guys have helped put the UK jazz 
scene on the map. 
Jazz is born out of suppression and  
is all about freedom of expression.  
It really speaks to the world right 
now, especially when you look at how 
divisive politics is. But the fact 
it’s become so trendy can also be a 
problem. We did a gig at Ronnie Scott’s 
recently and this guy comes on in a 
beret playing trumpet and he’s 
bollocks. Jazz isn’t a flavour of the 
month; you have to put the work in!
What have been some of your proudest 
moments and biggest challenges?
The label recently hit its 
30th release. Honestly, I thought  
I would be dead by 30, so it brought 
everything into perspective. Trying 
to find a home for Ruby Rushton’s first 
album was tough, so putting it out on 
22A was a real achievement. In terms  
of challenges, I remember sending out 
100 records to a shop and they were all 
warped. It was a nightmare and it cost 
me a lot of money. But I always try  
to pay more attention to the mistakes 
than the success stories, because 
that’s how you learn and grow. 
What’s coming next?
I’m trying to avoid 22A being defined 
purely by jazz. I’ve just put out  
a four-track EP, which is up-tempo 
techno. There’s also a rapper I’m 
working with called Do£ Boy. We’re 
working on an album, but he just got 
out of prison so I want him to settle 
into society before we finish it. The 
label really should touch every genre.

When producer Ed ‘Tenderlonious’ Cawthorne started his 
22A label back in 2013, it was driven by a frustration that 
he and his contemporaries were getting overlooked by the 
majors. Cawthorne - who started out as a Madlib-
obsessed rap producer, then learned the sax and flute 
when he was 23 - saw a golden opportunity to do his own 
thing. 22A, which was named after his house in Woking, 
provided a home for friends as well as his jazz sextet Ruby 
Rushton. It also avoided any suits breathing down their 
necks. Potent 22A releases such as  ‘The Awakening’ by 
Nick Walters (pictured), Dennis Ayler’s ‘Put It On’ EP, Neue 
Grafik’s ‘Soul Conspiracy’ and Henry Wu’s ‘22a002’ touch 
on multiple genres (jazz, deep house, hip hop, groove), each 
bearing the label’s signature: music that’s heartfelt and 
introspective, but also capable of making you dance. But 
it’s releases from Ruby Rushton and Cawthorne that have 
hit the hardest. The group’s ‘Ironside’ LP has shades of 
Yusef Lateef and Herbie Hancock, with Cawthorne’s flute 
solo on the poignant ‘Prayer For Grenfell’ the kind of 
passionate jazz you’ll feel in the pit of your stomach. Under 
the Tenderlonious tag, Cawthorne also released a stunning 
solo electronic LP called ‘Hard Rain’, which sounds like J Dilla 
had he been a frequent visitor to Plastic People. THOMAS HOBBS

‘Hard Rain’ by Tenderlonious is out now on 22a K
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1. Tenderlonious/Al 
Dobson Jr ‘Untitled’
“The first record on 22a 
back in 2013 was limited 
to 100 copies on vinyl and 
really showcased the DIY 
ethos behind our label”
2. James ‘Creole’ Thomas 
‘Omas Sextet’
“A six-piece band led by 
Mauritian local James 
‘Creole’ Thomas with 
members including 
Reginald Omas Mamode  
IV, Jeen Bassa and  
Mo Kolours” 
3. Tenderlonious  
‘On Flute’
“A first of its kind for 
22a, fusing elements  
of live flute and 
electronic beats”
4. Tenderlonious & Dennis 
Ayler ‘8R1CK C17Y’
“Ten cuts take the 
listener on a journey 
through afrohouse, funk, 
rare groove, boogie and 
broken beat” 
5. Nick Walters & The 
Paradox Ensemble 
‘Awakening’
“Paradox Ensemble was 
formed in 2013 by 
trumpeter Nick Walters, 
bringing together some  
of his closest  
musical collaborators”

B Y  T E N D E R L O N I O U S

6. Tenderlonious  
‘Hard Rain’
“While I took a lot of 
inspiration from J Dilla, 
this echoes elements of 
vintage Blaze, Larry 
Heard and Carl Craig”
7. Jeen Bassa  
‘All My People’
“Bassa’s ear for 
percussive-led sound  
is evident in his  
first release”
8. Ruby Rushton 
‘Ironside’
“‘Ironside’ allowed us  
to really push boundaries 
as a group with a high- 
energy sound rooted in  
the spiritual concepts  
of John Coltrane and  
Yusef Lateef”
9. Tenderlonious feat  
The 22archestra  
‘The Shakedown’ 
“The 22archestra was 
conceived after I was 
invited to record at Abbey 
Road Studios. Gathering 
all the crew,the album was 
recorded during a single 
eight-hour session”
10. Ruby Rushton  
‘Two For Joy“
“This album tore up the 
rule book when recorded in 
2011 and was the catalyst 
for the creation of 22a”
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